7 MUST-HAVE
APPS
Every belly dance TEACHER AND
CHOREOGRAPHER needs!

1
Rhythm ID
It can be difficult for new dancers to
detect the rhythm in a piece of belly
dance music. And yet knowing the
rhythms is a crucial part of
becoming a good dancer. This app
will help you train your ear to
identify the rhythms with greater
depth.

2
SongMark
Dancer's Best Friend is here! Say
goodbye to manually scrubbing and
running to the speaker every
second. The best app for dancers to
mark and loop any section of music
they are choreographing,
rehearsing, or teaching to.

3
Playbook.Dance
Make dance formations for your troupe
with ease. Playbook is a useful app
when blocking a piece. It lets you use
dots to plan out dance formations for
your sets without pen and paper.

4
SoundHound
What’s that song? SoundHound is the
free music discovery app that can listen
and identify what’s playing. The music
player gives you full-length songs and
videos with real-time LiveLyrics®. You
can even take your searches handsfree
by saying, “OK Hound… what’s that
song?”.

5
Coach's Eye
Video doesn't lie. This app allows you
to slow down and analyze
movement on a new level. You can
watch dances in slow motion to find
out exactly what’s wrong or different
among your group. This makes
cleaning very precise for
performance.

6
WhatsApp
A messaging app that lets you easily
make free voice and video calls. One
of the most interesting and most
used tools on WhatsApp is the one
that lets you easily create and
manage groups. Great for reminders
and last minute announcements.

7
Notetracks
This app provides an intuitive and
interactive way to take notes for
audio on your iPad, iPhone & iPod
touch exclusively for iOS. Presenting
lyrics, mix notes or general review
comments in a way that is easily
accessible.
Assign markers to your tracks to
access certain parts of your audio
quickly. Speed up or slow down
audio to pay closer attention to
certain segments. Filter frequencies to
listen to certain parts more clearly.
Record audio directly into Notetracks.
Store projects or share with
collaborators, all in a mobile and easy
to use format for users on the go.

i would love to know your experience using
these apps.
Connect with me on social media and
let me know which is your favorite.
To your success!
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